Partner Search Form
Identification of the applicant
Name of the organisation

Botevgrad Municipality

Registered address (street, city, country)

13 Osvobozhdenie Sqr. SBotevgrad, Bulgaria

Telephone / Fax

+359897910195

Website of the organisation

https://botevgrad.bg/

Name of the contact person

Radostina Vuteva

Email/Telephone of the contact person

r.vuteva@gmail.com

Short presentation of your organisation
(key activities, experience)

Botevgrad municipality is located in the
northern part of Sofia region, population of
31033 includes 12 settlements. It is
developing dynamically and is an attractive
center for investors from the country and
beyondthe borders of BG. In the field of
economics, the leading sector is the high-tech
and related sectors. The experts working in
the Project Development Department have
proven
experience
in
project
implementation. For the period 2016-2020,
10 projects have been successfully
completed, 5 are in their implementation
phase. In the field of culture, 3 projects have
been implemented. There are 13 community
centers, 13 libraries, a museum in the
territory of the municipality as well as other
institutions and artistic formations (folklore
ensembles, choirs, cheerleaders formation,
acrobatics
formation,
etc.,
including
participants from various age and
representing different ethnic groups. Active
cultural activities are developed by the
schools on the territory of the municipality.
Investing in the development of arts and
culture, renovation and modernization of the
facilities, utilization of available resources in
the field, organizing innovative cultural
events and inclusion of new urban territories
as stage art spaces in Botevgrad are all goals
set
by
themunicipality
authorities
responsible for cultural development. The

existing festivals are attractive and engaging
cultural events and are attended with
interest by citizens and guests. Additionally
to the traditional national
festival
“Bozenishki Urvich”;, held annually for 22
years, the following festivals have been
organized and are successfully gaining
popularity in the last 4 years: “Easter
festival-Botevgrad”; “Barrel Festival” in the
villageof Vrachesh; National Festival of
Dancing Groups, Schools and Amateur Clubs,
Defilit of Brass Orchestras, etc
Botevgrad Municipality has the potential to
implement projects for cross-border and
international cooperation in the field of
culture and arts and will be a fair partner.
The municipality holds initiatives and
possesses vast experience in implementing
project in the field of active citizenship and
the integration of minority groups.
Description of the project
Action, Measure in the framework of
„Europe for Citizens” Programme

Measure 2.2 Networks of towns

Timetable of the project

-

Short description of the project,
including its aims

We would like to partner in projects focused
on: citizens right, civic participation, EU
citizenship, social development, human
interaction, culture exchange

Role of the partner organisation in the
project
Comments from the applicant

Partner, the role to be specified
-

